Multimodal behavior involves multiple processing stations distributed across distant brain regions, but our understanding of how such distributed processing is coordinated in the brain is limited. Here we take a decoding approach to this problem, aiming to quantify how temporal aspects of brain-wide neural activity may be used to infer specific multimodal behaviors. Using high temporal resolution measurements by MEG, we detect bursts of activity from hundreds of locations across the surface of the brain at millisecond resolution. We then compare decoding using three characteristics of neural activity bursts, decoding with event counts, with latencies and with time differences between pairs of events. Training decoders in this regime is particularly challenging because the number of samples is smaller by orders of magnitude than the input dimensionality. We develop a new decoding approach for this regime that combines non-parametric modelling with aggressive feature selection. Surprisingly, we find that decoding using time-differences, based on thousands of region pairs, is significantly more accurate than using other activity characteristics, reaching 90% accuracy consistently across subjects. These results suggest that relevant information about multimodal brain function is provided by subtle time differences across remote brain areas.
Going beyond synchrony, several studies found systematic activity time lags between groups of neurons that communicate with each other [16] [17] [18] [19] . Such consistent time lags may reflect collaborative information processing and carry information about the functional connectivity of neurons that show systematic time lags. More specifically, time lags in neural activation can carry information about the order of neuronal events within a functional pathway. Indeed, it has long been proposed that activity in neural systems can be viewed as a succession of transient events (see recent reviews by [20, 21] ). For instance visual processing can be viewed as cascading from the retina and lateral geniculate nucleus, through primary visual cortex, and along the ventral and dorsal streams, and similarly for perception in general [e.g. [22] [23] [24] [25] .
The idea of processing cascades also applies to tasks that involve multiple modalities, for instance, in a task called sensorimotor synchronization (SMS) . SMS is the coordination of rhythmic movements with an external rhythm, which applies to finger tapping in synchrony with a metronome or to musical ensemble performance [26] . To perform well in SMS, the brain needs to coordinate multiple systems, including auditory input and rhythm perception, timing, motor systems, feedback and error correction (for review see 28) . If brain activity reflects sequential processing of information along several parallel streams, one may view neural activity as a sequence of well-timed events, possibly with timing noise. According to this view, timing noise accumulates along the processing pathway, making it easier to characterize subsequent events using their relative timing rather than using their spatial distribution or absolute timing [28] . We hypothesize that pairwise time differences of cortical responses are a key aspect of neural activity during integrative multimodal behavior. A direct prediction of this hypothesis is that such time differences provide significant information about multimodal behavior, beyond that provided by event counts or event latencies referenced to stimulus onset. As far as we know, this idea has not been systemically explored before in the analysis of human brain imaging data.
To test this hypothesis quantitatively, we take a decoding approach and quantify how well behavior can be inferred from pairwise timing differences compared with counts and latencies of the same events. While successful decoding does not guaranty that the features used for decoding are the ones used by the brain, successful decoding gives a lower bound to the amount of information carried by the model features [29] [30] [31] . Such analysis relies on capturing spatio-temporal patterns across non-neighboring regions, and therefore requires to (1) use a behavioral task that elicits an extensive pattern of brain activity, and (2) record neural activation across the entire brain at high spatio-temporal resolution. To achieve this, we chose here to use Magnetoencephalography (MEG), a non-invasive technique that has millisecond temporal resolution and a fair spatial resolution, with whole brain coverage.
Significant progress was made recently in developing decoding methods based on MEG recordings from single-trials [32, 33] . Several decoding methods focused on finding better input representations and selecting features [34] [35] [36] [37] , while others focused on reducing data dimensionality [38] , developing new decoding approaches [39] , and improving model interpretability [40] [41] [42] [43] . Another thrust of MEG decoding research focused on applicative aspects, including developing brain-machine interface for motor control [44, 45] , probing attention in a scene with multiple speakers [46] and measuring endogenous pain [47] .
Additionally, MEG decoding has been instrumental for gaining new insights about neural processing and representations. MEG was used to decode abstract visual patterns [48] , to infer objects in an object recognition task [49, 50] , recognizing emotion in faces [51] , study processes underling different auditory novelty detection types [24] , and to decode objects embedded in various scenes [52] . Broadly speaking, these previous studies make use of the high temporal precision of MEG to extract features in the frequency domain, to identify when processing occurred, or to decode the state of a subject as it evolves over time. In contrast with these approaches, the current paper tests the utility of timing differences between spatially distributed MEG events in decoding multimodal behavior.
We systematically tested three types of neural activity signatures as features for decoding: spatial decoding -based on the spatial distribution of activity bursts across the brain, spatio-temporal decoding -based on latencies of activity bursts, and timedifference decoding -based on time differences between pairs of activity bursts across the brain. We compared the amount of information that is carried by the different decoding schemes by comparing the performance of the same decoder using three different features.
Inferring behavior from MEG recordings is hard because the space of possible activity combinations is immense, and the number of samples collected in a typical experiment is very limited. Together, these issues pose a difficult challenge for developing a robust inference method. Furthermore, it is often difficult to gain insight from "black-box" decoding approaches, especially with high input dimensions. To make the decoder more insightful and interpretable, we design it to be sparse both in spacelocalizing activity to brain regions, and in time -detecting time-localized events of neural activity. This sparsity means that we can identify a relatively small number of location pairs together with their event timing differences, allowing us to gain some insight into their possible function.
Materials and methods

Participants
Eight volunteers (5 female) participated in the experiment and received financial reimbursement for their time and travel expenses. All subjects signed an informed consent form prior to their participation in the study. The protocol was approved by the ethics committee of Bar-Ilan University. All subjects were right handed (by self-report) and had no more than two years of formal musical training.
The behavioral task
Our goal is to compare decoding schemes in neural activity underlying rich multimodal behavior. We adapted a commonly-used paradigm from the field of SMS, where subjects are asked to tap in synchrony with an external stimulus (see reviews by 25, 51) . The task used here is a variant of SMS tapping paradigm which also includes the perception of musical meter [28] . We expected this task to elicit rich patterns of activity across the brain, activating networks of information processing regions. Fig 1 illustrates the task. Subjects were asked to listen to a sequence of drum beats that generated a certain meter (e.g., 3/4), and to tap their fingers along with the beat while using their index finger for the accented (primary) beats and middle finger for unaccented (secondary) beats. At random points in time, the meter changed, and the subject had to adjust his tapping accordingly [28] . The decoder goal is to classify activity patterns into one of two conditions: (1) Before-change -a synchronous tap (see two examples marked in red in Fig 1) ; (2) After-change -the first asynchronous tap (see examples marked in blue).
More specifically, subjects listened to drum beats with a double meter, where the primary beat was followed by one secondary beat, or triple meter where the primary beat is followed by two secondary beats. The beat-beat interval was fixed at 0.493s. A single trial spanned 0 to 0.490s from the stimulus onset. We collected a similar number of trials for the before-change and after-change conditions, ~91 trials for each. The actual number of trials per condition varied in 86-94, depending on the cleaning procedure of individual participants. Importantly, trials in the after-change condition contained equal number of trials from two types of incongruency: hearing a primary or secondary beat and tap with the middle or index finger respectively. Similarly, trials in the before-change condition contained both types of congruent tap (hearing primary beat and tap with the index finger or hearing secondary beat and tap with the middle finger). This balanced setup was designed to ensure that the decoding captures a higher cognitive process rather than simply learn to discriminate between the sounds or motor actions. 
MEG data acquisition
This paper is a re-analysis of a subset of the subjects that were recorded at high sampling frequency of 1017.25Hz. For more details about the data acquisition see [28] . In short, MEG data were acquired using a whole-head helmet-shaped biomagnetometer (4D-Neuroimaging, San Diego). The sensor array consisted of 248 superconducting magnetometers. A head-position indicator using five coils attached to the scalp provided information on head position relative to the sensor array, before and after the measurement. Coil position were determined based on external anatomical landmarks (left preauricular, right preauricular and nasion). The head shape and coil positions were digitized using a Pollhemus FASTTRAK digitizer. MEG signals were band-pass filtered online at 0.1-400Hz.
MRI data acquisition
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data were collected using a 3T scanner (Signa Excite, General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) located at the Tel Aviv Sourasky Medical Center. High resolution T1 anatomical images were acquired for each participant using a 3D fast spoiled gradient-recalled echo sequence (FSPGR; 150± 12 1-mm thick axial slices, covering the entire cerebrum; voxel size: 1×1×1 mm). For more details, see [54] .
MEG data preprocessing
MEG recordings were cleaned for power-line frequency, heartbeat artifacts and 24Hz building vibration artifact. For more details about the cleaning process, see [55] . Segments containing eye movements and eye blinks were detected using an spatial ICA algorithm implemented in FieldTrip® Matlab software toolbox for MEG analysis [56] . Trials that included these segments were visually inspected and discarded.
Signals were estimated at ~550 equidistant points on the dorso-lateral aspect of the brain hull which we call locations-of-interest (LOIs). Their exact number varied across subjects in the range 545 -574, depending on the brain anatomy of each individual subject. The mean distance between neighboring LOIs was 0.66 cm (SD 0.053). Fig 2a shows the LOIs over the brain surface of Subject 1. To reduce cross-talk between LOIs, amplitudes of the current dipoles were estimated following the octahedron method described in [57] . For more details about selection of LOI coordinates and source reconstruction see Supplementary material.
Since we aim to quantify how precisely-timed activity contributes to decoding, we used a point-process representation of the MEG signal as computed by [58] . Specifically, each analog signal from an MEG recording channel was transformed into a point process by detecting sharp activity transient which matched a template, corresponding to a half of a beta cycle that was previously observed with MEG, EEG and LFP in multiple brain regions [59] [60] [61] . Such transient events allow precise quantification of-time-lags. Here, detected event that fits the shape of interest is called mini evoked response (mini-ER). Importantly, previous works [58, 63] have shown that the rate of transient beta events and the density map of mini-ERs across the brain allowed discriminating among cognitive states in evoked and ongoing neuronal activity. For more details about the conversion of the time series to point-process, see Supplementary material. 
Candidate decoding schemes
We investigate three candidate properties of the neural activity and their possible role in decoding. Specifically, we calculate three summary statistics over sparse sequences of mini-ER events, each yielding a decoding scheme: (1) Spatial decodingthe distribution of activity across the brain. (2) Spatio-temporal decoding -the distribution of first-event latency across the brain. (3) Time-difference decoding -the distribution of pairwise time differences. To guarantee a meaningful comparison, the same preprocessing and decoding pipeline were applied for all three features. Below, we first discuss the three decoding schemes and then the decoding pipeline.
First, for Spatial decoding, we consider the spatial distribution of activity across LOIs. A natural idea is to use the rate of events occurring in each LOI to discriminate between conditions. Indeed, counting the mini-ERs across LOIs has been previously shown to discriminate well between high-level cognitive states [58] . This spatial decoding approach may be viewed as the parallel to spike-count decoding from multiple electrodes in spike-train analysis. Features were computed by counting the number of events occurring in each LOI for a single trial. This yielded a vector of 550 (number of LOIs) counts per trial.
Second, for spatio-temporal decoding, we consider the latency of the first mini-ER event from the stimulus onset for each LOI. In neural decoding from spike trains, the timing of the first spike after stimulus onset carries considerable information about the stimulus and is useful for decoding (e.g. [62] [63] [64] . This approach allows representing a full-length point-process with a single value that is highly informative and can be estimated robustly. We computed the latency of the first mini-ER event from the onset of the latest stimulus for each LOI separately computed at 1-ms temporal resolution. This yields a vector of 550 latency values per trial.
Third, for time-difference decoding, we consider time differences between pairs of mini-ERs occurring in different LOIs. As discussed above, the behavioral task studied here may involve a cascade of responses in multiple brain areas. It is therefore natural to consider the role of relative time differences of activity events across pairs of brain regions for decoding. Time differences can be viewed as a generalization of the spatiotemporal model, but instead of considering delays compared to a common stimulus onset, we consider time differences between pairs of events. This is likely to capture better the fact that higher-order functions are not well locked to the stimulus but rather to their "preceding" processing stages. We define an event-pair time difference to be the time lag between the occurrence of events in two separate LOIs within a time window of 40ms. This time window length was selected based on the work of Tal and Abeles [28] , however the analysis is not sensitive to this specific value, changing it to 50ms resulted in a reduction of up to 2.5% in accuracy. We extract all the time differences between mini-ER events in all pairs of LOIs as long as the time difference does not exceed 40ms. When multiple events were observed within a single LOI, all these events, with all their time differences, were used in training and inference. Below, each entry in a vector is treated as a statistic of the response. This approach yields a feature vector with 550*549/2=~160K time difference values per trial.
Brain decoding from MEG signals
We compare the classification accuracy of the three decoding schemes described above. To guarantee a meaningful comparison where the difference between decoding schemes is only attributed to differences in features, all three approaches were compared using a common decoding framework that aims to address two main challenges in MEG decoding: sample size, and interpretability. First the dimensionality of the data is very large in comparison to the number of samples, because only a small number of repeats can be collected while guaranteeing that a subject remains engaged and attentive to the task. The second challenge is that the decoding models we train should be interpretable to enable us to map the informational signals back to the brain.
Next, we describe the general framework of our approach for learning a decoder based on a given aspect of neural activity. Pseudocode for this pipeline is provided in the appendix.
The decoding pipeline
Our approach follows three steps for each given decoding scheme: (1) We rank and select candidate features by how discriminative each feature is in a training set; (2) We model the distributions of the selected features, so that we can estimate class likelihood for new trial from the test set. (3) We evaluate the accuracy of inference on a held-out test set.
Step 1: Feature selection. To achieve interpretable decoders, we select a small number of discriminative features by computing a saliency score for each feature independently and kept the k top features. Specifically, we compare the empirical distribution of the feature in the two conditions and , and quantify their difference using a Mann-Whitney (MW) p-value. For robustness, we bootstrapped the estimate four times over the training trials, and used the mean p-value across the four folds to rank the features. We show below performance as a function of the number of features used for inference , while the other features are discarded. This allowed selecting a small number of LOIs that are highly discriminative about the condition.
Step 2: Non-parametric model of the statistic distribution. We next learn a nonparametric model of the distribution of each of the statistics in each condition, . For spatial decoding, we use a maximum likelihood estimator of the multinomial, which means that is the fraction of trials that had occurrences. Fig 3d shows the distribution for the two conditions for the most discriminative LOI.
For spatio-temporal decoding and time-difference decoding the statistic is continuous hence we modelled by convolving the empirical distribution with a Gaussian kernel. The width of the Gaussian was chosen as a small constant multiplies by the standard deviation of . We verified that the results were not sensitive to that kernel width by changing the constant up to an order of magnitude. We also added a uniform prior to avoid hard zero probability density, with a weight equal to a single extra trial, as if this prior is a single pseudo sample. Changing the weight of the prior distribution by up to 3 orders of magnitude only changed the accuracy by less than 3%. Fig 3e and 3f illustrates the resulting distributions for the case of spatio-temporal and time-difference decoding.
Step 3: Inference. We performed an optimal Bayesian decision under the assumption of conditional independence of features given the condition, and balanced classes. Specifically, at inference time, we classify a new trial based by computing the loglikelihood ratio under the assumption of conditional independence: (1) comparing this score to zero, and deciding C=1 if the score is positive and C=2 otherwise. Note that since the data is balanced, the log ratio of the prior-probabilities is zero, yielding the decision threshold to be zero.
Evaluation
We use 5-fold cross-validation procedure to evaluate all decoders on a common, randomly selected, held-out set (~36 trials per subject). We repeat the cross-validation procedure 25 times, to further estimate the variance of model predictions. All error rates reported below were averages over the five test sets used in this cross-validation procedure times the 25 repetitions. To further reduce the chance of over-optimistic evaluation (e.g. due to "graduate-student overfitting"), the data of half of the subjects was never used during exploration of the modeling parameters and was only used for the final evaluations after all the methods and design decisions have been set. For recent review about evaluation methods for decoding see [67] .
Cross-subject consistency analysis
The decoding methods described above were trained and tested for each individual separately. The following section describes an approach to quantify which statistics are consistent across subjects. We focused on features of time-difference decoding because they significantly out-performed the other approaches in individual subjects.
We calculated a consistency score for each pair of anatomical regions to find region pairs that are consistently informative across subjects. The idea is to first map regions to a common ground, and then detect region pairs that are highly discriminative across all subject. Specifically, the consistency score was calculated in four steps. First, LOIs were mapped to the cortical surface and cerebellar surface of each individual subject. The surface representation of the cerebral and cerebellar cortex was derived from T1 MRI scans [68] and parcellated automatically to 84 regions using public anatomical atlases [69, 70] . This approach takes into account differences in brain anatomy across individuals, while allowing mapping across corresponding brain regions of multiple subjects. Second, we computed a discrimination scores for each location pair, being the minus log of the p-value of the Mann-Whitney U-test. Third, we mapped the discrimination scores using the parcellated brain surfaces to the anatomical regions, yielding a region-to-region matrix for each subject, . We normalized each matrix to have a zero mean and unit variance where expectations were computed across all regionpairs.
Finally, based on these individual-subject matrices, we computed the Consistency Scores by taking the mean over all subjects, . Since the S matrix has a zero mean and a unit variance, the value is in fact a z-score for the region pair
The score of a region pair is high if the corresponding LOI pair exhibit a discriminative pattern across multiple subjects, even though the actual pattern may change across subjects.
Results
There are two major challenges when developing brain decoding methods with human subjects. First, it is hard to keep people engaged in a task for a long period of time, and as a result, the number of samples tends to be very small for learning complex models. In our case, we wish to train decoders using a few dozen samples, while considering an input space whose dimensionality is in the 100,000s, hence standard regularized classifiers perform poorly. Second, decoding based on a large number of features is hard to interpret. The decoding methods we developed aim to address these two challenges, by applying aggressive feature selection based on non-parametric statistics, followed by standard inference. namely, making an optimal Bayesian decision. See the Methods section for full details.
We start by comparing the three decoding schemes described above: spatial decoding, spatio-temporal decoding and time-difference decoding. For each of these, we extracted statistics of the responses, and then conducted feature selection, modelling and inference as described in Methods (steps 1-3 ).
To illustrate discriminability of features, Fig 3 compares the empirical distribution (top) and the modeled distribution (bottom) of each of the three statistics we tested, for the most discriminative feature. (the most discriminative feature shown for illustration purposes only, all of the results described below achieved by considering all features unless stated otherwise). Specifically, Fig 3a shows the distribution of event counts in the two conditions for the LOI where these distributions were most easily discriminated. In this LOI, each single trial had between zero to two events occurring. This range of event counts was typical. As can be observed, the distribution of counts is hardly discriminative in this LOI. In this best-LOI-pair example, the distribution of time-differences is very different in the two conditioning, making it relatively easy to infer which condition elicited the neural response. This can be seen by the small overlap between the blue and red distributions (Fig 3f) . If classification was applied using this single feature, timedifference would clearly achieve superior accuracy. Going beyond the best-sample illustration, Fig 4 compares the classification error for the three decoding schemes using many features. Each panel traces the error on the test set of trials, for eight subjects, as a function of the number of features selected using the training set. Fig 4a traces the error rate using spatial decoding. While the error is better than random (50%), it is quite poor overall, reaching an average accuracy of 62.37% across eight subjects (achieved with 58 LOIs). Fig 4b traces the error for spatio-temporal decoding, having error rates that are comparable to decoding using event counts and achieving a mean classification accuracy of 61.33%. Fig 4c traces the classification error for time-difference decoding, as a function of the number of pairs used for inference. Time-difference decoding strongly outperforms the other decoders, yielding a mean classification accuracy of 89.39% across 8 subjects (s.e.m. = 1.48), achieved with ~5000 pairs. Notably, the performance of the decoder decreases when lower-ranked pairs participate in the inference stage, suggesting that these lowerranked pairs are spurious and do not provide information about Condition (before-or after-a change in rhythm). The superior accuracy of this model was consistent across subjects: an improvement was observed for each of the 8 subjects compared to spatial decoding and spatio-temporal decoding. This result supports the idea that multimodal behavioral tasks such as SMS involve sequences of activity events across multiple brain areas with temporal precision of a few milliseconds.
We next studied the spatial properties of time-difference decoding. We first tested how the length of a time lag may be related to the distance between its two corresponding LOIs. Fig 5a overlays the top 50 discriminative pairs over the reconstructed brain of Subject 1. The locations of these pairs are highly distributed across the brain. Interestingly, some distant pairs that are highly discriminative exhibit short time-lags (1-2 milliseconds). Clearly, they do not necessarily communicate directly, but rather, possibly both areas are activated by a common third region.
Fig 5b shows the joint distribution of distance in cm and absolute median timelag across trials for Subject 1. The two are positively correlated (Spearman p-value= 4E-6, n=15000 most informative pairs), where pairs that are located far from each other have on average longer time lags. This is consistent with the basic notion that communication between distant brain regions takes longer than between neighboring ones. As a side note, the distribution of time lags peaks at 2ms and very few informative pairs have time lags above 30ms. Fig 5c shows the strength of the correlation between the distance between LOIs within pair and the absolute median time lag for all eight subjects as a function of the number of LOI pairs taken. The correlation is statistically significant in six out of the eight subjects. For two subjects, the correlation is not statistically significant, but this may not be due to experimental noise, because inference accuracy in one of them is high. We further tested the robustness of time-difference decoding regarding the modeling parameters of the time-differences distributions, including the smoothing width, the weight of prior, and the maximum time-difference accounted by the model. We found the results to be robust across all these parameters, for instance, varying the Gaussian width by an order of magnitude (by multiplying or dividing by ~3) only changed the decoder performance by less than 2%. For details and figures see S1 Fig in the supplemental material.
Cross-subject analysis
The above analysis treated recordings from each subject separately, since neural activity varies across subjects. This variability has several sources, including anatomical and functional differences, and difference in the cognitive strategies that subjects applied to a task [71] .
Beyond the individual patterns of activation, we seek to identify location pairs that are consistently informative across subjects. To discover such consistent pairs, we computed a cross-subject consistency score that quantifies which LOI pairs are consistently informative in multiple subjects. As a first step, we mapped LOIs into a unified set of 84 coarse regions (see Methods). We then computed, for each region pair, a region-based consistency score and its FDR -corrected significance q-value (see Methods). Pairs of regions with -value < 0.01 were treated as significantly consistent. Note that region pairs found using this procedure tend to repeat significantly across subjects, but the detailed distribution of time lags mapped to these regions does not necessarily repeat across subjects.
Fig 6 shows eleven pairs of regions that exhibited statistically significant cross subjects consistency scores (q-value<0.01). Interestingly, these consistent region pairs included regions known to be involved in error monitoring and error correction, including the insula, paracentral lobule, the cuneus and the cerebellum. As an example, the pair of regions that includes the primary auditory cortex (A1) and the insula is known to be involved in error awareness [72] and sensorimotor processing [73] . One may hypothesize that this pair captures a response to the deviant stimulus by A1, followed by detection of an incorrect tap by the insula. We tested all pairs of 84X84 regions defined on a common atlas [69, 70] . The color code denotes the significance level as . Only region pairs with are colored. For example, the high value between the insula in the right hemisphere and region 7 of the left cerebellum indicates that in most of the subjects, pairs of LOIs located in these two regions show high divergence between timedifference distributions in the before-change and after-change conditions.
Discussion
We studied neural decoding of MEG signals in a rich auditory-motor task. To learn about which components of brain activity are predictive, we compared the performance of three decoding schemes, spatial decoding, spatio-temporal decoding and timedifference decoding, in the task of classifying single trials in a sensorimotor synchronization task. All three decoding schemes considered activity patterns across the whole brain but differed in how they use temporal relations in the signals. Spatial decoding ignored fine temporal structure, spatio-temporal decoding considered wholebrain spatio-temporal patterns, and time-difference decoding also used time differences between pairs of events across the brain. We discovered that time-difference decoding achieved significantly higher accuracy than spatio-temporal decoding and spatial decoding, reaching ~90% accuracy on held-out data at the single trial level. This high accuracy was robust over eight subjects, four of which were kept hidden while we developed the decoding methods.
The superior accuracy of decoding with time differences compared to decoding with onset time is consistent with a "cascade" model where a surge of activation events propagates across multiple regions. In such a model each station in the sequence accumulates timing noise, causing the activity patterns underlying compound multimodal behavior to be weakly locked to stimulus onset. It is important to highlight that highly-accurate decoding does not guarantee that the proposed feature is the one that the brain utilizes. However, one should interpret the accuracy of decoders as a lower bound on the amount of information carried by the type of decoding inspected.
The time-difference decoding approach analyzes each pair of brain locations separately, constructing a classifier that combines the "soft" voting of thousands of location pairs. Interestingly, these location pairs are not limited to a small number of brain regions, but virtually span the whole brain. Several effects may lead to this wide distribution. First, since the task in our experiment involved multimodal behavior, it may have activated multiple neural systems such as the auditory, motor, timing perception and error related systems together yielding many possible activity patterns. Second, the activity pattern involved in each of these sub-processes may also be distributed. For example, the motor system includes numerous regions including the premotor, primary and supplementary motor areas, the cerebellum and the basal ganglia. Third, it is possible that repeating the same behavior actually activates different pathways along the experiment.
We detected several region pairs that were consistently informative across subjects (Fig 5) , even though informative LOI pairs were found independently in each subject. Many of these consistently-informative region pairs include areas that are known to be involved in sensorimotor synchronization (SMS). For example, the cerebellum has a documented role in timing during SMS tasks [74] and in error-correction [75] . Additionally, the insular cortex is considered to play a role in error awareness [72] . Originally, these regions were associated with SMS mainly using fMRI, where the temporal resolution is coarse. The results of this paper suggest that relevant information is coded in these regions not only in the magnitude of the activity, but also in the relative timing of their responses. Importantly, we did not limit the analysis to predefined regions of interest. As a result, we also find wide-spread activity events across many brain areas that were not traditionally associated with SMS. Interestingly, while these areas were predictive in single subjects, many of these areas were not consistently active across all subjects. One possible interpretation is that many activity patterns carry information at the level of individual subject, but due to inter-subject variability they are not observed if data is analyzed at the group level.
From the methodological point of view, the decoding task addressed here operates at an extremely "sample-starved" regime, where the dimensionality of the samples is two orders of magnitude larger than the number of samples. Such unfavorable sampleto-feature ratio is known to be very sensitive to overfitting, and we addressed this concern in several ways. First, we used a non-parametric approach to model the distribution of features within each condition, and carefully used cross validation to tune the hyper parameters of these approaches, Second, we were careful to strongly limit the number of hyper parameters, and used predefined values whenever possible. Third, we were also very concerned about a phenomenon sometimes called "graduatestudent descent", where model accuracy improves through repeated trial-and-error iterations that leak information about the test data. To address this concern we kept half of the subjects as a held-out data and performed all method development on four subjects only, to avoid any informtion "leak". After model development, we found that the model performed equally well on subjects whose data was used during development and on subect data kept hidden. This is a strong evidence that the model complexity of our approach, in terms of the size of the hypothesis space, is well matched to the size of the data.
This study characterized properties of neural activity that enable decoding at the level of single trial within a subject, namely, predicting the underlying behavior from the activity of a new trial of the same subject. Another challenging task aims at decoding multimodal behavior for new subjects. In the cross-subject analysis described above we found eleven region pairs that were highly repeatable across subjects, but the majority of the neural activity that we found predictive, was not fully consistent across subjects.
It remains an open challenge to understand this inter-subject variability and build models that can decode the brain activity of an unseen subject.
The peak accuracy using time difference decoding was achieved by combining information from thousands of LOI pairs, with each individual pair carrying only little information. Specifically, accuracy was highest when using 4000-5000 location pairs (varied across subjects). This large number of pairs was necessary: using the top hundred most informative location pairs caused a significant drop in accuracy, from ~90% to 64%. Such low information per pair suggests that the activity within each pair is highly variable. Unfortunately, it is hard to delineate what fraction of this variability is due to experimental noise and what fraction due to biological variability. By inspecting the distribution of time differences for various LOI pairs we find that the number of detected time differences for each LOI pair and condition is small: Only ~9% of the trials included co-activation in a given pair. This can be due to high experimental noise which hinders detecting events in the analogue MEG signal. Alternatively, it is possible that the effect is due to biological variability, for example if repeating the same behavior actually activates different pairs of regions. In such a case, only few trials will elicit events in the same region pairs.
This study highlights that a significant amount of information is carried by time differences of activations with milliseconds precision rather than by the magnitude of these activations in spatially distributed networks. Such time differences of activity events might be overlooked by an analysis that operates over a small number of local sources or analyses that involve coarse binning or averaging across trials. This emphasizes the importance of measuring neural activity with high temporal resolution even across distant brain locations.
